Abstract-Mobile robot companions are service robots that are mobile and designed to share our living space. For such robots, mobility is essential and their coexistence with humans adds new aspects to the mobility issue: the first one is to obtain appropriate motion and the second one is interaction through motion. We encapsulate these two aspects in the term Human-Robot Motion (HRM) with reference to Human-Robot Interaction. The long-term issue is to design robot companions whose motions, while remaining safe, are deemed appropriate from a human point of view. This is the key to the acceptance of such systems in our daily lives. The primary purpose of this paper is to explore how the psychological concept of attention can be taken into account in HRM. To that end, we build upon an existing model of attention that computes an attention matrix that describes how the attention of each person is distributed among the different elements, persons and objects, of his/her environment. Using the attention matrix, we propose the novel concept of attention field that can be viewed as an attention predictor. Using different case studies, we show how the attention matrix and the attention field can be used in HRM.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background and Motivations
Manufacturing robots have long dominated the robotics market but recently, we have witnessed the growth of the service robotics sector. Service robots come in a multitude of forms and their application areas are numerous, e.g. cleaning, inspection, rescue and security, entertainment, handicap assistance, transportation, logistics. Of particular interest to us are the service robots designed to share our living space (both professional and domestic) and to have varying degrees of interaction with us humans. Henceforth such service robots will be called robot companions. † INRIA, CNRS-LIG and Grenoble University (France).
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Among the various types of robot companions that exist, we will focus on those similar to Care-O-Bot (Fig. 1a) . Such robots are respectable in size (about the size of a person) and are designed to move in environments that can be large. Let's call them mobile robot companions. They differ from robot companions like Reeti that are smaller and basically static (Fig. 1b) . shorter but it is not appropriate. (b) Attention vs activity: although P 1 's current activity is being on the phone, part of her attention may be directed towards P 2 , the TV set or the robot R. Suppose now that R moves towards P 2 in a way that hides the TV from P 1 . Such a behaviour would not be appropriate should P 1 be actually paying attention to the TV.
For mobile robot companions, mobility is an essential problem: they must be able to move freely in their environment. To that end, they have to address all the standard problems pertaining to autonomous motion, e.g. world modelling, localization, motion planning, motion control. However, the coexistence in the same environment of robots and humans adds a novel dimension to the mobility issue. For standard mobile robots, mobility usually boils down to computing motions that are both safe and optimal in some sense, e.g. traveled distance. However, people are not regular obstacles that can be treated like pieces of furniture. There is a set of social and cultural rules that governs how a person moves among his/her peers, e.g. Fig. 2a . Besides the motion of a person is largely influenced by the set of non-verbal cues, e.g. velocity, gaze direction, that can be sent by the other persons (and vice versa). In other words, motion constitutes a form of non-verbal interaction. At the end of the day, two aspects emerge vis-à-vis the mobility of a robot companion: the first one is to obtain appropriate motion and the second one is interaction through motion. We will encapsulate these two aspects in the term Human-Robot Motion (HRM) with reference to Human-Robot Interaction. The long-term issue is to design robot companions whose motions, while remaining safe, are deemed appropriate from a human point of view. This is the key to the acceptance of such systems in our daily lives.
B. Related Works and Contributions
Although mobile robots have actually shared the human living space as early as 1997 [1] , it is only around 2005 that the appropriate motion issue has surfaced and that human factors have been investigated and explicitly taken into account for motion purposes [2] . The review of the literature on this topic shows that most of the approaches proposed so far rely upon the definition of so-called social spaces, i.e. regions in the environment that, for different reasons, people consider as psychologically theirs [3] . Such social spaces are primarily characterized using either the position of the person, e.g. "Personal space" [4] , or the activity he is currently engaged in, e.g. "Interaction Space" [5] and "Activity Space" [3] . The interaction/activity spaces are broadly defined by the convex hull of the person at hand and the people or the objects he interacts with. In this framework, human detection and human activity recognition are central in the definition of said social spaces (which explains why activity recognition has grown into an important area of research especially in computer vision [6] , [7] ). Having characterized the social spaces corresponding to the current situation, the most common approach in HRM is then to define costmaps on such social spaces: the higher the cost, the less desirable it is for the robot to be at the corresponding position. The costmaps are ultimately used for motion planning and navigation purposes, e.g. [8] , [9] , [10] .
Such approaches are obviously relevant but we believe that an analysis of the situation based solely on the activities of the persons present may be too limited. Consider for instance the situation depicted in Fig. 2b . It involves two persons, one robot companion, a TV set and a phone. Let us focus on person P 1 and assume that she is currently on the phone. Besides the personal space centered around P 1 , her current activity would yield an activity space in the form of the convex hull of P 1 and the phone. Both the personal space and the activity space attached to P 1 should be avoided by the others. However it is important to note that the fact that P 1 is currently on the phone does not mean that she is not paying attention to the TV set, the person P 2 or the robot R. Suppose now that the task of R is to deliver a message to P 2 . If R relies on social space-based navigation only, it may very well decide to move in a way that hides the TV from P 1 . Such a behaviour would not be appropriate should P 1 be actually paying attention to the TV. This simple example is meant to illustrate that there is much more to the cognitive state of a person than what is implied by his/her current activity and that a person is generally paying attention to more than one element of his/her environment (irrespective of his/her current activity).
The primary purpose of this paper is precisely to explore how the psychological concept of attention can be taken into account in HRM in order to obtain autonomous navigation schemes for mobile robot companions that yield better appropriate motions. To that end, we build upon a computational model of attention that was earlier proposed in [11] . This attention model was initially developed in the context of ambient applications and pervasive systems. Its purpose was to estimate how attention was shared between the different users and the components of a "smart environment". The output of this model is an attention matrix that describes how the attention of each person is distributed among the different elements, persons and objects, of his/her environment. Using the attention matrix, we propose the novel concept of attention field that can be viewed as an attention predictor. Using different case studies, we show how the attention matrix and the attention field can be used in HRM.
C. Outline of the Paper
To begin with, the main concepts related to the psychological concept of attention are briefly introduced in section II. Then, section III outlines the attention model originally proposed in [11] and that is used throughout the paper. Section IV describes the implementation details of the model while section V illustrates via three case studies how the attention matrix and the attention field can be used in HRM.
II. ATTENTION
Attention is one of the most intensely studied topics in psychology and cognitive neuroscience and the point of this section is not to cover all the works and theories that have been proposed over the years. Its more modest purpose is to introduce the different psychological concepts that are later used in the paper in relation to the attention model that we use.
Attention, which has also been referred to as the allocation of processing resources [12] , is the cognitive process that enables humans to selectively concentrate on one or several aspects of their environment while ignoring others. It can be described as a filter, preventing us from being overwhelmed by all the surrounding sensory data. It selects only few of them to maintain the current activity and resist disruptions. This selection is constantly renegotiated. If the situation changes, attention can shift in response to new events, e.g. sudden noise, dimming light. Attention is generally defined as the combination of two components:
• The endogenous (aka internal) component is considered to be voluntary and based on our current activity. It is the intentional allocation of attentional resources to a predetermined element (object or person) of the environment: that is the intention.
• The exogenous (aka external) component is considered to be reflexive and automatic and is caused by sudden changes in the environment: that is the distraction. The distraction capacity of an element is related to its salience (also called saliency). It is the state or quality by which it stands out of its neighbours. Salience and distraction should always be interpreted through one's sensory capabilities. A loud noise for instance will not distract a deaf person.
As mentioned above, attention is the combination of its endogenous and exogenous components. It filters the sensory information coming from the environment. This filtering process can be modeled using two complementary dimensions:
• The selective dimension corresponds to the spotlight metaphor [13] . It considers that attention is oriented in a given direction in space. This model promotes the sensory information provided by the elements around this main direction, ignoring partially [14] or totally [15] the elements in the periphery depending on the attention focus. Broadly speaking, the attention focus is the size of the region around the attention direction wherein elements can potentially receive attentional resources.
• The intensive dimension corresponds to the limited resource metaphor. Attention is a reservoir containing a finite amount of attentional resources [16] . The attention is the energy needed for a cognitive task. Each person, depending of his/her own skill and the invested effort, will consume more or less attentional resources for each task. This reservoir model captures the ability to perform tasks in parallel (as long as there is enough energy in the reservoir for all of them).
III. ATTENTIONAL MODEL
In 2006, [11] proposed a computational model of attention that was later detailed in [17] . As mentioned earlier, this attentional model, henceforth called AM, was initially developed in the context of ambient applications and pervasive systems. Its purpose was to estimate how attention was shared between the different users and the components of a "smart environment". In a situation involving a set of persons and relevant environmental objects, AM can compute the attention matrix that characterizes how the attention of each person is distributed among the different elements, persons and objects, of the environment. The purpose of this section is to outline the key principles underlying the definition of AM. A more detailed presentation of AM is found in Section IV. The reader is referred to [17] for a complete presentation of AM.
A. AM Principle
The main feature of AM is that it is a global attentional model that takes into account both the activity of a person and the influence of his/her environment. On the one hand, the observation of the activity that a person is currently engaged in (along with other clues whenever available) defines the endogenous factor vis-a-vis the attention of the person. On the other hand, the identification of the salient elements of the environment, persons and objects, defines the exogenous factors vis-a-vis the attention of the person. AM combines these factors in a coherent way. It uses a mathematical model inspired from Newton's gravitation law from physics.
Newton's well known gravitation law states that any two bodies in the universe attract each other with a force that is directly proportional to the product of their masses and inversely proportional to the square of the distance between them. On the other hand, Newton's second law of motion states that the net force applied to an object is proportional to its acceleration. The consequence of these laws is that the trajectory of a body is deflected in the presence of another object. Shifting from physics to attention, the analogy could be formulated as follows:
• An object with an initial velocity and a null net force follows a straight trajectory. It takes a non null acceleration for the object to modify its trajectory and the higher the initial velocity, the more important the acceleration should be in order to significantly modify the initial trajectory. The initial velocity can be interpreted as the resistance to distraction, i.e. the endogenous component of attention. In AM, it is modeled as a vector, the intention vector henceforth denoted I.
• The trajectory of an object is modified by its acceleration which is in turn proportional to the sum of the gravitation forces exerted by neighboring objects. Said acceleration can be interpreted as the distraction, i.e. the exogenous component of attention where the mass of each neighboring object represents its distraction capability, i.e. its salience. In AM, it is modeled as a vector, the distraction vector henceforth denoted D.
B. Attention Vector
Each person in the environment has his/her corresponding intention and distraction vectors. I is typically the output of a human activity recognition module [6] , [7] . As far as D is concerned, it is a function of the distraction of the different elements, other persons and objects, that surround the person considered. The distraction of an element is a function of its salience that can be estimated using for instance visual salience computation techniques [18] , [19] . Both I and D are two-or three-dimensional vectors depending on the dimensionality of the environment considered. Finally, attention is modeled in AM as a two-or three-dimensional vector, the attention vector henceforth denoted A that combines both the endogenous and exogenous components of attention. A is the result of the competition between intention and distraction:
C. Attentional Resources Allocation
The attention vector A is central to AM. Its direction corresponds to the main direction of attention of the person considered, and its magnitude is used to determine both the amount of attentional resources available and the attention focus, i.e. the size of the region around the attention direction wherein elements can potentially receive attentional resources. At this point, it remains to allocate the attentional resources of the person considered to the elements within his/her attention focus. For a given element, person or object, of the environment, this is achieved by taking into account the azimuth of the element with respect to A, its distance and its salience. 
D. Attention Matrix
The output of AM is an attention matrix henceforth denoted M. Each column of M is associated with an element, person or object, of the environment while each line of M is associated with a person. Table I depicts 
IV. ATTENTIONAL MODEL IMPLEMENTATION
The purpose of this section is to detail how AM is actually implemented. For the sake of simplicity, we have considered two-dimensional environments (the extension to the threedimensional case is straightforward). Again, the reader is referred to [17] for more details.
A. Notations
Let W denote the environment considered and R the robot at hand. The workspace W ⊂ IR 2 is populated by a set of e elements E i , i = 1 . . . e. These elements are either persons, P j , j = 1 . . . p or objects O k , k = 1 . . . o. Unlike objects, persons have senses that provide them with information about their environment. Two sensory modalities have been considered in this work: vision and hearing. In this respect, every element has a salience, i.e. a capacity to distract a person. It will be distinguished between visual and auditory salience. Each element E i is thus characterized by the following attributes:
• Its pose, i.e. its position and orientation in W: (q i , x, y) characterizes the distraction capacity at a given position (x, y) for the sensory modality mod of E i when it is at pose q i .
In addition, a person P j has the following attributes:
• (q j , x, y) characterizes the perception capacity at a given position (x, y) for the sensory modality mod of P j when he is at pose q j .
• His/her intention I j . It is henceforth assumed that I j is constantly estimated thanks to a human activity recognition module [6] , [7] . Examples of field-of-distractions and field-of-perceptions are presented in Section V-A.
B. Computing the Distraction
As per (1), the first step in order to compute the attention vector of a person P j is to compute his/her distraction vector D j . As mentioned earlier, D j is a function of the distraction capacities of the different elements, other persons and objects, that surround P j . Let D ij denote the distraction vector that characterizes the distraction caused by the element E i on P j . D ij depends on the salience and field-of-distraction of element E i and the field-of-perception of P j . In line with the gravitation analogy, D ij is a vector pointing from P j to E i whose norm is computed as follows:
and D j is the sum of the distractions of each element surrounding P j :
C. Computing the Attention
Both I j and D j are now available for a given person P j , it is therefore possible to compute his/her attention A j as follows:
With α a weighing factor. The exponential term is introduced to weaken the contribution of the distraction when the person is very focused and therefore less sensitive to external distractions (a determined person is hard to distract).
D. Allocating the Attention
The attention vector A j is used to determine both the amount of attentional resources available and the attention focus, i.e. the size of the region around the attention direction wherein elements, persons or objects, can potentially receive attentional resources. In AM, the amount of attentional resources denoted AR j is computed as follows:
To capture the fact that the attention is primarily allocated to elements that are within the attention focus of a person, AM uses a function that determines the amount of attention given the incidence angle between the attention vector A j and the line passing through the person and the element at hand: the higher α, the lower the amount of attention received. This function denoted f focus j is defined as:
with α the incidence angle and σ the standard deviation of a Gaussian function. It represents the size of the attention focus:
For a given person P j , it is now possible to compute the amount of attentional resources he/she gives to a given element E i (and therefore to fill in the corresponding cell m ji in the attention matrix M. It is done by ordering the set of elements {E i }, i = j by increasing order of incidence angle α i . Then each element in the order of the list is allocated an amount of attention equal to:
This amount is deducted from AR j , the total amount of attentional resources that P j has. The process stops when AR j becomes zero.
V. ATTENTION MODEL AND HUMAN-ROBOT MOTION
The purpose of this section is to demonstrate how attention can be used to address Human-Robot Motion problems. To that end, three case studies aimed at illustrating different ways to use the attention model AM presented earlier are considered. Details concerning the set up used in all the case studies are given first.
A. Set Up Description
The case studies covered in the next sections concern twodimensional scenarios with one robot, up to two persons and up to two different objects: a TV and a phone. As far as their geometric shape is concerned, they are all modeled as disks for the sake of simplicity. The robot and the persons have both visual and auditory sensory modalities. Let us therefore see how the field-of-distractions and the field-of-perceptions are defined for these elements.
1) Field-of-Distractions:
For the phone and the robot, the auditory field-of-distraction is assumed to be isotropic, centered at the elements' position (the noise source so to speak), and decreasing quadratically with the distance to the noise source. FoD audio i , the auditory field-of-distraction for the element E i is formally defined as:
(9) The same definition applies to the visual field-of-distraction for the phone and the robot. However things are different for the TV and the persons. In this case, it is assumed that the distraction, both visual and auditory, is maximum when one is directly facing the TV screen/person's face, and that it decreases with the distance to the TV screen/person's face and the incidence angle with the normal to the TV screen/person's face. This can be modeled as follows: 
where α is the incidence angle between the normal to the TV screen/person's face at pose q i and the line passing through
is the function that determines the amount of distraction given the incidence angle. It is based on the Euler Beta function (other functions could be used, e.g. Gaussian). An example of field-of-distraction for a TV is depicted in Fig. 3a .
2) Field-of-Perceptions: The persons and the robot have visual and auditory sensing capabilities that are characterized by their field-of-perceptions. As far as hearing is concerned, the auditory field-of-perception FoP audio j is assumed to be isotropic. As far as vision is concerned, the visual field-ofperception FoP visual j is defined similarly to (10) (without the quadratic decrease) with an incidence angle now defined with respect to the gaze direction. An example of field-ofperception for a person is depicted in Fig. 3b . The purpose of this case study is to show how the attention matrix M that is computed at regular intervals by AM can be used by the robot R in order to better understand the current situation and plan its next action accordingly. Let us begin by illustrating the type of information that AM brings. Fig. 4a depicts a scenario with a person P 1 , a TV O 1 and the robot R (the Person-TV-Robot scenario). It is assumed that the person is currently watching the TV (this is his current activity). his intention I 1 is represented by the yellow vector pointing towards O 1 in Fig. 4a . The two white vectors represent the distractions D i1 caused to the person by the robot and the TV respectively (the corresponding visual and auditory saliences are given in Table II ). The red vector is the attention A 1 that has been computed by AM, the corresponding attention matrix M is given in Table III . As expected, most of the person's attention is given to the TV. Let us now extend the previous scenario by adding a phone O 2 in the environment (Fig. 4b) . The phone is an interesting element whose salience depends on whether it is ringing or not. The corresponding visual and auditory saliences are given in Table IV . Let us assume now that the task of the robot R is to deliver a message to the person P 1 . R is slowly approaching P 1 while constantly monitoring where P 1 's attention is. As R gets closer to P 1 , the attention that P 1 is paying to R increases: compare for instance the situation corresponding to Figs. 4a and 5a. As per the attention matrix of Table V (silent case), it can be seen that the attention given to R by P 1 is very much increased now that R is close to P 1 : it increased from 0.02 to 0.70. All things being equal, if the phone rings, things change drastically and most of the attention of P 1 is now given to the phone: compare Figs. 5a and 5b, and the attention matrices of Table V. The attention given to R by P 1 drops from 0.70 to 0.09. In such a situation, the appropriate reaction for R is to standby and wait politely until P 1 has picked up the phone. R could later decide to resume its approach as soon as P 1 is once again paying attention to R (when the phone conversation is over). In this respect, it can be seen how taking into account attention allows to anticipate the future activity of the person, i.e. picking up the phone, and yields a more appropriate behavior.
B. Case Study #1: Using the Attention Matrix
(a) Phone is silent.
(b) Phone is ringing. As simple as these scenarios are, they illustrate how the knowledge of the current global attentional situation (embodied in the attention matrix which is constantly updated) can be used to adapt the behaviour of the robot. The next two case studies will illustrate another way to use AM, namely as an attention predictor. The purpose of this case study is to demonstrate how AM can be used to predict potential attentional situations and to use that knowledge in order to decide what the robot will do depending on its current task. Fig. 6 depicts a scenario featuring two persons, P 1 and P 2 , and a robot R. The two persons are currently engaged in a conversation (this is their current activity). Their intentions I 1 and I 2 are respectively modeled by the two yellow vectors in Fig. 6 , they point at each other. The corresponding visual and auditory saliences are given in Table VI . Let us assume that the task of R is to deliver a message to P 1 while minimizing the disturbance caused to the other persons. To achieve this task, the appropriate behavior for R should be to move to a position where it can (1) attract the attention of P 1 , and (2) minimize the distraction caused to P 2 . To that end, R must be able to estimate the attention that the persons will pay to it depending on its position (x, y). It is easily done using AM in order to compute the attentional matrix M x,y for every possible positions of R in W. Table VII gives the general form of M x,y . By doing so, it becomes possible to compute a so-called attention field for each person. Let F j denote the attention field for the person P j , it is a mapping from W to IR that gives the amount of attention that P j is paying to R when it is at position (x, y). This mapping is readily obtained from M x,y , it is the value contained in the cell m j3 . Fig. 7a depicts F 1 , the attention field for P 1 for the PersonPerson-Robot scenario. It should be interpreted as follows: the warmer the color, the higher the amount of attention given by P 1 to R. It integrates the visual and auditory perception capabilities of P 1 . Note in particular how the occlusion of P 1 's field-of-view by P 2 impacts the field. Because of the symmetry in P 1 and P 2 's situations, the attention field F 2 for P 2 would be very similar (F 1 rotated by 180 degrees) .
C. Case Study #2: Introducing the Attention Field
Once the attention fields F j are available, it becomes possible to use them to address the task at hand: attracting P 1 's attention while disturbing P 2 as little as possible. This task can be formulated as a multiobjective optimization problem, i.e. maximizing P 1 's attention and minimizing P 2 's attention. In this case, a simple weighted sum can be used to compute a field F opt defined as:
F opt is depicted in Fig. 7b . It should be interpreted as follows: the warmer the color, the better the solution to the multiobjective optimization problem at hand. F opt confirms the intuition that the best way to attract P 1 's attention while disturbing P 2 as little as possible is to be in the red region of Fig. 7b, i. e. a region where R is almost facing P 1 while remaining outside the field-of-view of P 2 . F opt can readily be used to drive R's behavior (the next case study will show how to actually do that). The previous case study has shown how the attention field can be used to determine where the robot should go to achieve a given task. The purpose of this case study is to illustrate how the attention field can be used for motion planning purposes, i.e. to actually determine how the robot should move. To that end, the Person-TV-Robot scenario introduced in the first case study is used. The person is watching the TV (yellow vector pointing towards O 1 in Fig. 8a) . The visual and auditory saliences are given in Table II) .
D. Case Study #3: Motion Planning using Attention Fields
Two different tasks are assigned to the robot R: the first one is to deliver a message to P 1 (Deliver task). The second one is to reach a goal G while disturbing P 1 as little as possible (Goto task). For both tasks, the attention field F 1 for P 1 is used. F 1 is depicted in Fig. 8b . At this point, it is interesting to look at the relationship between our attention model and the standard social space model. The Person-TVRobot scenario would yield two social spaces: (1) a personal space centered around the person, and (2) an activity space in the form of the convex hull of P 1 and the TV. Note how the red region of F 1 encompasses these social spaces. To address the Deliver task, the behavior of R is driven using a simple gradient descent based on F 1 . The idea is to move towards P 1 so as to smoothly increase the attention that P 1 is paying to R (hence the gradient descent). The resulting motion is depicted in Fig. 9a . Note how R ends up approaching P 1 with an incidence angle of about 45 degrees. Such a behavior is coherent with the experimental results presented in [20] that establish that this is the best way to approach a person politely without causing discomfort. This behaviour has been confirmed for arbitrary start poses.
Addressing the Goto task requires motion planning capabilities. A Dijkstra algorithm is used to compute the optimal path between the current position of R and the goal. In our case, the optimality criterion is to minimize the total sum of the attention paid by P 1 to R along the path. A resulting path is depicted in Fig. 9b . Note how R passes behind the person so as not to disturb him (with respect to his visual and auditory modalities). Note also that, had R's behavior been driven based solely on the social spaces, it would have passed above the TV since it would yield the shortest path towards the goal. Doing so, it would have distracted P 1 more. As simple as this example is, it illustrates the interest of taking attention into account.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
We have shown in this paper that the psychological concept of attention can be used to address Human-Robot Motion (HRM) in order to obtain autonomous navigation schemes for mobile robot companions that yield better appropriate motions. We have built upon the computational attention model initially proposed in [11] that computes the attention matrix, i.e. a model of how the attention of each person is distributed among the different elements, persons and objects, of his/her environment. Through several case studies, we have demonstrated different ways to use the attention matrix in HRM. We have also introduced the novel concept of attention field and used it for navigation purposes. We believe that attention is a concept that is a beneficial complement to the social space concept that is classically used in HRM. The next step of this work is to investigate this approach further with more complex case studies. Then, although this paper has focused on attention only, we plan to combine attention with social space concepts (in particular our earlier work on social space-based navigation in dynamic environments [10] ). Finally, real life experiments on a real robot will be carried out and used to validate the interest of using attention to address HRM.
